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INTRODUCTION
It was my melancholy fate to be present when T.G.H.
Strehlow died. After years of planning, arrangements had been
made for the opening of an historical exhibition by the
Strehlow Research Foundation at the State Library of South
Australia on Tuesday, 3 October, 1978. The Foundation had
inv.ited me to perform the official opening.
For this purpose,
I travelled to Adelaide and had arranged to meet Strehlow and
some" of his friends and colleagues at the University of
Adelaide on the afternoon before the official opening. At the
University, I was met by Professor R. M. Berndt, scholar,
colleague and frieryd of Strehlow, and then Chairman of the
Strehlow Research Foundation. We waited at Strehlow's old room
in the University. Shortly after 3.15 p.m. he arrived with
,
'
Mrs. _Strehlow. ~s he ascended the ~tairs,
~tairs, I remarked to myself
how radiant was his expression. A day long anticipated had
arrived. He was returning to the University at which for
upwar-ds of 20 years he had taught and in which he had been
taught as a student. We entered his room and sat at his
table. Modestly he·
he offered the head chair to Berndt and to
me. We declined and because we were insistent, he took the
seat at the head of the table presiding over a meeting which he
hoped would be one further step towards the preservation of the
fruits of his unique scholarship.

-
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Mrs. Strehlow, an indefatigable helpmate, herself a
graduate of the University and a loyal wife began to take the
notes of the meeting.

"Let the record show", I began, "that
!ILet

Tuesday 3rd October 1978 has come and that we will

tonight

launch an historic exhibition which will celebrate the life and
work of Professor Strehlow".
The program for the exhibition was produced: a most elegant
and startling cover depicting in tones dark black and silver on
vivid red an ornament worn in days past by the brides of the
I asked Strehlow to explain its significance to me.
Aranda.
fashio~ed he said, from bandicoot's tails.
It was fashio~ed
It was from
the native bandicoot which had been driven from Central
Australia by the rabbit, introduced by the Europeans.
The
native cat and the bandicoot were no more in these parts.

The

rabbit had so expanded in numbers and domain that there was
little room for the survival of the bandicoot or the native
cat.

The environment upon which they depended for survival had

been bespoiled.

The beautiful ornament depicted on the cover

program, could no longer be

mad~.
mad~.

The component parts were

gone, forever.
As I was to see, this was a symbolic uttetance.
what Ted Strehlow said was full of symbolism.
between

~he

world which is familiar to me:

Much of

He hovered

that of the

transplanted European civilization of Australia and the world
that is familiar to few only of this culture:
cultUre:

that of the

indigenous people of traditional Australia.
"Ingkaia", ,the name of the furry eared bandicoot in the
Aranda tongue was the last word he said.

He collapsed.

Despite every effort of his wife, his colleagues, medical and
other personnel', he died.

The long journey which had begun at

Hermannsburg on 6 June 1908 \<las
was concluded.

On the insistence

of his wife, who bravely attended it, the opening of the
historical exhibition went aheao on the evening of his death.
Undoubtedly, this is what Ted Strehlow would
vlould have wished.
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Professor Berndt delivered his address and called for the
perpetuation of the extraordinary contribution which
\"'hich Strehlow
had made. Strehlow's films of Aboriginal ceremonies now sadly
extinct were shown to an assembled audience which included
judicial, parliamentary, church, university and other
representatives.
repI:"esentatives.

In the Rare Book Room of the State Library of

South Australia, I then proceeded to open the exhihition.

This

contribution represents an expanded statement of what I said
not 5 hours after Theodor George Henry Strehlow passed from
this world in the arms of his wife and in my presence.
THE PUBLIC RECORD
Lawyers are prone to look more closely (more perhaps than
~hose
~hose who know better)

only .at the public .record of the life of
a man. S'trehlow was the son of the Reverend Carl Friederich
Theodor Strehlow who had been born in the Pruss ian village of
Fredersdorf, near Berlin, in December 1871. The senior
Strehlow was trained in the Mission Seminary
Semi.nary of Neuendettelsau,
in Bavaria and in 1892 was sent to South Australia, a British
Colony in which there had a1\"ays
always be~n a large German minority.
colony
was ·posted,
posted, not to some hardy outpost of white
Carl Strehlow Vlas
\
settlement, but to the Killalpaninna Miss,ion Station on Coopers
Creek, east of Lake Eyre. His task was 'to assist in bringing
the Gospel of Jesus Christ to the Dieri Aboriginals. He
mastered their tongue and amongst the papers of the Strehlow
Research Foundation are his notes for a German-Dieri vocabulary
and a Dieri grammar.
Before the printing of this grammar could be completed, the
elder Strehlow was posted to the newly acquired Hermannsburg
Mission Station in Central Australia, now part of the Northern
Territory of Australia. Herrnannsburg was a Mission
r.-1ission to the
Aranda people. The same diligence that he had devoted to the
Dieri vocabulary and grammer, Carl Strehlow now turned to the
Aranda.
In 1895 Carl Strehlow married Friederika (Frieda) Keysser
who had been born in Bavaria in August 1875. Without delay the

- 3 young couple returned to Hermannsburg by means of rail to

Oodnadatta, and mail coach north to the Mission.

At

Hermannsburg Carl Strehlow commenced his studies of the
languages of the Western Aranda and of the Loritja.
He.
prepa~ed
prepa~ed

grammars and word lists for both 6f these languages;

at the same time labouring on a translation of the New
Testatment into Aranda.
Theoaor Strehlow, born in June 1908, came into a strange
world, in the midst of an almost empty continent, in a physical
dedicated,
environment of many hardships but blessed with dedicated.
scholarly parents moved by a zeal and energy that marken
marked the
pioneers and missionaries of the 19th Century.
by blood, he was to grow up,

A pure German

in his early years, in the midst

of anti-German hysteria which arose from the Great War.

The

Mission rarely had fewer than 150 Aboriginals of full-blood,
voluntarily gathered there around the Strehlow family.
Theodo~e Strehlo~
Strehlo~
Theodo~e

mother's
mother
I s
knee.

learned the Aranda languages virtually at his

The friends and companions of his youth were

mostly Aranda Aboriginals.
with total fluency.

From them he learned their dialect

This was to give him a

uni~ue

insight into

Aboriginal Australia which few scholars who followed and none
th~t
th~t

went before could possibly equal.
In 1922 the elder Strehlow fell seriously ill with

pnuemonia complicated by pleurisy.

He died on the way to

receive treatment, in October 1922. He was aged 50 years.

The

tale of his last journey, in the company of his son is set
forth in Journey to Horseshoe Bend.

Carl Strehlow is buried in

Central Australia.
Ted Strehlow was educated at Immanuel College and the
university of Adelaide between 1922 and 1931.

He .graduated in

1931 a Bachelor of Arts with first class honours in English
language and literature.

In 1932 he was called back to Central

Australia after 10 years absence, to research linguistic
variations in the Centre.

He saw the customary law of the

Pintubi people in action:

a Pintubi man killed

~dth
~dth

a spear

and his spouse clubbed to death 20 miles north of Mount Liebig.

.......:.

-
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In 1933 Strehlow was introduced to the first major Aranda
ceremonial performances which he was later to study and record
with loving detail.

In 1935 he accompanied a Board of Enquiry

established to examine allegations of mistreatment and shooting
of Aboriginals near Ayers Rock.
The following year he was
appointed as the first patrol officer of the Federal Government
of Australia. This task took him throughout the Pitjantjara
disfricts.
and Aranda districts.
He spent his spare time preparing an
Aranda grammar and a re-translation of· the New Testament into
Western
western Aranda.

fOlloweCl including a hymnal and
Other books followed

translations into English of the songs of Central Australia.
In 1936 he became Deputy Director of Native Affair.s, a post
uritil 1942.
which he held until

His formal association as a teacher

within the University of Adelaide began in 1946 when he took up
a post as research fellow in Australian linguistics and
lecturer in English literature.

Between 1949 and 1951 he held

UniverSity
a research fellowship within the Australian National University
in Canberra, returning to the University of Adelaide in 1954 as
a Reader in Australian Linguistics.

This post he held until

1970 when the Council of the University appointed him
I

Professor.

When he retired in 1973, he was proposed for

appointment as Emeritus Professor of the,
th~ University.

This

honour was conferred- upon him in 1974.
The worldly honours of recognition and distinction that
came his way need not be catalogued.

He

was a foundation

member of the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies
between 1964, and 1973.

Overseas governments, universities and

institutions honoured his work.

Within weeks of his -death, he

had conferred upon him, in absentia, the Honorary Doctorate of
the University of Uppsala in Sweden.
Australian

chos~n
chos~n

He was the sale

to receive this distinction on the occasion

Univetsit y 1 s celebration of its fifth century.
of that Univetsity's

In his

life of scholarship witnessed, recorded and even filmed
ceremoni~l cycles.
complete ceremoni~l
He recorded more than 8000 secret

---------~
---------~

-

Verses,
verses.

His published

~JOrks
~JOrks
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are distinguished but complemented

an enormous variety of Ll.npublished statements.
by anenorrnous

It was

natriral, indeed inevitable, that when legal issues concerning
natural,
Australian Aboriginals arose, governments, courts and lawyers
generally should turn to this man as a-bridge between our
Australia .
society and that of the traditional Aboriginal of Australia.
. .1

It was this track, beaten by many who went before, that
finally led me to Strehlow.
LAWYERS AND LINGUISTS
Strehlow was no stranger to the impact of the Australian"
legal system upon traditional Aboriginals.
In June 1935, he
furnished a report to the Board of Enquiry already mentioned.
This report was printed in Oceania in March 1936. Titled
NatiVe Evidence and its Value"l it outlined clearly
"Notes on Native
some of the difficulties of communication and contained
_have only lately
insights on the reliability of evidence which .have
attracted the attention of judges 2 and lawmakers3.
"The value of native evidence is difficult eo
eo
assess without full
fUll consideration of the
circumstances in which it was given. When
when such
an assessment is made l it is imperative that the
person sifting the evidence of native witnesses
and informants should know the personal
characters both of the native witnesses and of
the men against whom the evidence was give'n; he
should know also th~ relationship in which the
witnesses were standing towards both the accused
and his or her jUdges."4
Strehlow set out to interpret the motivation and conduct of
traditional Abo~iginals
Abo~iginals in terms much more sympathetic than
those who had gone before.
" [N]atives
[NJatives are naturally suspicious of the good
intentions of strange white men because they have
been so frequently deceived and exploited and

~
c
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robbed by unscrupulous whites.
The native's
habit of suspecting strangers and of deceiving
them - if he thinks that by so doing he is best

preserving his own interests - is the result,
unfor::tunately,
unfo~tunately, of much bitter experience.
The
white man deceived the black man;
nLt very
he is TILt
scrupulous about keeping' a promise made to him;
often he takes whatever he can, and the black man
has no means of redress. The white man takes
away his women and lives with them;
but he does
not fUlfil an~'
an~' of the traditional obligations
towards the native relatives of those women.
Nhite
White scientists under the promise of deepest
secrecy towards all women, obtain the sacred
objects of the black man and are admitted to his
sacred ceremonies;
but the native soon sees his
treasured sacred objects in the hands of white
wOmen,
WOmen, and hears the scoffs of other whites about
his ceremonies.
These experiences embitter the
nativesi
natives; and just as the average white settler
commonly classes all natives together when
speaking about them, so the native regards·
regards"all
all
whi
te pe
r sons tiS
r s of onc
one people
pcop.1c - of ti.)
white
persons
tiS membe
members
people whose -main character istics are greed alld
deceitfulness and immorality.
It is hence hardly
surprising that a native should view with
suspicion the intentions of a white man who is
IIS
unknown to him. uS
o~

Because

his fluency in the Aranda language, it is was

inevitable that between 1930 and 1942, whilst

Common~ealth
Common~ealth

Patrol Officer for the Northern Territo~y
Territor,Y Administration, he
should

h.av~
h~v~

attended, in an official capacity, all trials in

courts sitting at Alice Springs which -involved
"involved Aboriginals
6
during that period.
In 1959 he lept to prominence in celebrated legal
proceedings which arOSe out of a challenge to the conviction of
a near full
fUll blooded Aboriginal, Rupert Max Stuart.
been convicted of murder.

The evidence of

t~e

Stuart had

Crown relied

heavily on a confession he was alleged to have made to poli.ce
pOli.ce
admitting to the murder and rape of a 9 year aId
o'ld girl.
sentenced to death.

\:las
He ~as

·Stuart was reprieved from execution seven

times, once within a few hours of the gallows.

An affidavit

was tendered to the High Court of Australia by Stuart's
counsel.

It set forth Strehlow's
Strehlo~I1IS view that the confession,

upon which the Crown had largely based its case, was unreliable:

t.,

--------------- ------
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"In my op.inion it could not have been dictated by

\-lho'has
a totally illiterate, part-Aboriginal \\Tho'has
never had any formal education of any kind.
It
includes many words, phrases and sentences which
do not resemble any form of pidgin or broken
English spoken in the Northern Territory.
The
style of the document is not in any way akin to
the mode of expression found in the Arunta
la,ng'uage which is the only
la.ng'uage
qnly tongue in which Stuart
flue~cy of expression."?
has any complete fluency
hotchpot"8
Describing the confession as a "linguistic hotchpot,,8
Strehlow became a vital witness in the proceedings.

Although

the High Court justices dismissed the appeal the opening words
Strehlow'S
of their written decision plainly derived from Strehlow's
unsettling affidavit:
"Certain features of this case have caused us
some anxiety ... 't9
An application on Stuarts behalf for leave to appeal to the
Privy Council in London failed.

\.,.as
Subsequently a petition was

lodged requesting the reopening of the case and a Royal
aPPOinted to which
w~ich Strehlow gave evidence.
Commission was appointed

The

report of the Royal Commissioners tabled in December\1959
claimed that there was no truth in the suggestions that
Stuart's knowledge
knovlledge and understanding of 'English were
inadequate.

It is difficult nowadays to recall to mind the

divisions of Australian society that were caused by the
emotions raised in the Stuart case.
1
mid-1960's
In the mid-1960
s mOves began in the Federal Parliament of

and""policies that were to profoundly
Australia to develop laws and"policies
affect the Aboriginal people.

the"
A referendum in 1967 altered
~ltered the'

Australian Constitution by omitting certain references to
Aboriginals that were considered pejorative.

Pla6itum (xxvi)
Placitum

of section 51 was amended to delete the exception 'the
Ithe
Aboriginal race in any State", from the powers of the
Parliame"nt to'
to"make
Commonwealth Parliame'nt
make laws with respect to the people
of any race for whom it is deemed necessary to make special
laws.

Likewise section 127 of the Australian Constitution was

deleted.

It had provided:

- 8 "127 In reckoning the numbers of people in the
Commonwealth or of a State or other part of the
Commowealth, aboriginal natives shall not be
counted. "II
The declared aim of the Constitutional Alteration (Aboriginals)
Act 1967 was to remove any ground for the belief that the
Constitution of Australia discriminated against people of the
Aboriginal race, and at the same time to make it possible for'
the CommonweaJ:th Parliament to enact special laws for these
carrie-a in each State of the
people. The proposal was carried
Commonwealth and by a majority of more than 5 million to just
over 500,000. 11 Such unanimity is not typical of the history
of Australia's Constitutional referenda.

qonstitut.ional alteration an Office of
In the mood of the Gonstitut.ional
Aboriginal Affairs had been created in 1967 within the
Departmen,t
Departmen~ of the Prime Minister.
Later it was attached to the
Department entitled Environment, Aborigines and the Art. The
Department of Aboriginal Affairs was established by the
Governor-General in Council on 19 December "1972 by the Whitlarn
Administration. Under the influence of these administrative
developm~nts, important welfare, health and education services
developm~nts,
\... ere e~panded.
e~panded.
to the Aboriginal people of Australia were
Following
rejection of land rights claims under the Common Law,12 a
Commission was established under Mr. Justice A.E. Woodward to
enquire into a statutory system of Aboriginal land rights.
Legislation to implement the major proposals of the Woodward
passed'by the Australian
AUstralian Parliament "and became
report was later passed"by
the Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act, 1976.
Pursuant to that Act three land councils have now been
established and more are in contemplation. Large areas of
Central Australia have been designated as land rights areas
under the control of these land councils. An Aboriginal Land
Nr. Justice J.L. Toohey has been appointed to
Commissioner, Mr.
investigate and report on Aboriginal claims to land under the
Act.

Many other developments have occurred in the space of the
last few years. In 1969 a National Aboriginal Sports
Foundation was established as an advisory body to encourage

-
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participation by Aboriginals in all forms of sport.

In 1974 an

Aboriginal Loans Commission was created under an Act of that

year to provide financial assistance to Aboriginals by funding
houses and personal loans and by assisting them to engage in

busin'ess enterprises.
business

In the same year the Aboriginal Land

Fund Commission was established to purchase land for Aboriginal
communities and groups.

Most of the developments just described have occurred with
the unalloyed support of a broad cross-section of the

Australian community, reflected in a basic?lly bi-partisan
approach at the level of the national Federal Government in
Australia.

The provision of a national administrative

organisation (the Department of Aboriginal Affairs), the
encouragement of the Aboriginal Legal Service to provide advice
and assistance to Aboriginal Australians, the initiation of
land rights, the provision of improved health and welfare
facilities - all of these must

b~

seen as a somewhat belated

attempt by the majority population of European Australia to
forge a new relationship with the indigenous .people of this
country.

It is inevitable that such major changes should be

accompanied on"occasion by controversy, mismanagement, conflict
and

~ven
~ven

bitterness.

Attitudes do not change overnight and the

mutual suspicion described by Strehlow. i~ 1935 remains and may
even be exacerbated on both sides by developments of the kind
described.

With some of the changes mentioned, Strehlow was

out of sympathy.

In May 1978, with his wife, he visited

Central Australia for a short visit and was,
"[D]eeply depressed by the situation there
between the white and dark populations .. Neither
side seems happy despite the large amounts of
government funds that are still being poured in.
Instead, a deep pall of fear seems to hang over
the country. Distrust between white and dark
seems to have developed into an unbridgeable
schism unknown before: carried to this logical
90nc1usion the whole Territory could well become
campsll.13
divided into two "armed camps".13
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Strehlow
received
Aboriginals
thatt
Stre
hlow it appears,
appear 5, rece
i ved -complaints from Abot
ig inals tha

\.'ihite Australians knew where they were
neither Aboriginals nor ~hite
going or what the- future held for them.
"A

ViCiOUS

system of "pay--back" seems to have

developed with n6 attempt to control it in which
aboriginals are carrying knives as both offensive
ana defensive -weapons:
and

they seem to believe that

Ido.what they like! since all authority
they can ldo.what
seems either to have broken down or to have
i4
innocuous."i4
somehow been rendered innocuous."
It was in these circumstances that a task to which I had been
assigned brought,me into' communication with Strehlow upon a

\V'as to preoccupy him in the months leading up to
subject which was
his death.
THE RECOGNITION OF ABORIGINAL LAWS

From the establishment of the penal colony in New South
Wales
wales until quite recently, it was considered unthinkable that
any specific recognition and enforcement should be given to the
societal rules of the Aboriginal people of the continent. As
British colonisation was extended throughout Austra~ia,
Austra~ia, the
Common Law of England
Englano came to cover the ?ountry.IS
?ountry.lS As early
as 18~4,
18~4, it was declared that no title to land could be
recognised by the law unless it had been acquired through"
express formal grant from the Crown. In 1837, the Colonial
Office in London ordered the Governor of New South Wales to
ensure that all Aboriginals within his jurisdiction were to be
treated as British subjects.16 In theory Aboriginals had
rights, but they also incurred the obligations flowing from
this status. At the time Australia was acquired, cdlonies
generally were described as being either "settled" or
ll
"conquered
•
In the cases of the former colonies, the power"s
"conquered".
of the Crown were much more circumscribed. In colonies that
were conquered, it was usually assum~d
assum~d that non-English laws
would continue to 9perate until they were changed by
by,__ the Crown
or by legislature. This theory, imported in practice with

- 11 every boatload of immigrants, inhibited whatever notion there
may have been that the laws of the local Australian Aboriginals
should be respected by the incoming population of migrants.
[E]xcept to the" extent that legislation has made
some alteration, the whole of the criminal law,
both substantive and procedural and the whole of
the "law of evidence, applies equally to whites
and Aborigines. lI ?
In this respect, the position of the Australian Aboriginals was

distinctly different from the position in the United States where
the Indian tribes were, virtually from the start, considered as
"distinct, independent, political comrnunities".18

som"e colonial juc1ges
subject
Although some
judges were disinclined to SUbject
Aborigines to the inherited British law in its entirety, the view
prevailed, certainly by the end of the 19th ·century,
'century, that there wa
systern and that was for both black and white
one settled legal system
inhabitants of the country:
single and undiscriminating between
19
all races under its order.

,
Coinciding with the expansion of welfare and other assistance
to Aboriginal groups, the question has been raised during this
dec-ade whether the submission of the
decade

Aborigina~
Aborigina~

people of Australi

to the one legal system ought to be continued in its totality, or
whether the introduction of some recognition of Aboriginal
customary law should be facilitated.
The matter was brought to a head by a number of developments,
most notably a much publicised sentence passed in the Supreme Cour
of South Australia ·by
"by Mr .. Justice Wells.

Sitti.ng in the criminal

jurisdiction on 14 May 1976, his Honour passed sentence on Sydney
Williams, an Aboriginal convicted of manslaughter.
manSlaughter.

The sentence

included the direction that Williams shoul9
shoul~ be sent straight back
to his tribe and handed over to the
tbe Old Men.

He was required ther
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to submit himself to the Tribal Elders and for a period of at leaE
one year be ruled and governed by them aryd to obey their lawful
orders and directions.
There was no reference whatever to any punishment to be
inflicted by or on the :orders of the elders of the tribe.

This

of

not prevent publicity being given to the claim that th:= j.udg~ had
handed Williams over specifically to be punished by spearing in
accordance with tribal custom. 20
The evidence disclosed that Williams
williams had killed his wife after
they had been drinking together.

His wife, under the influence of

drink, allegedly mentioned secrets which under tribal law women
were not supposed to know, let alone speak of.

It was argued that

by customary law this outburst warranted her death.
~hat Williams was in fact speared an
After the trial, it seems J;hat
The·
may face further spearing. 21
2"1
The' case and the controversy which
'course
followed it raised the issue in Australia as to whether the ·course
taken on this occasion was lawful and desirable. It, was pointed

,

out by some commentators that handing a person over to his tribal
authority was scarcely novel. It was frequently done·
done' by
Magistrates sentencing traditional Aborisinals in remote areas.
However, in most such cases the offence was not one known to
traditional Aboriginal law ("illegal use of a motor vehicle",
Il s tore
breaking and larceny". etc.) Homicide of a wife was, of
course, known and the punishment inflicted was predictable. The
Sydney Williams Case focussed attenti"on on an importan.t issue. Wa
it desirable and acceptable to the tot.al
tot~l Australian community
including the white population with its de facto control of the
political and power organs of the country, to envisage
e'nvisage the use of
its courts as a means of sustaining and enforcing traditional
Aboriginal law for traditional Aboriginals?
In February 1977 the Commonwealth Attorney-General after
consultation with the Minister for Aboriginal
ASoriginal Affairs, referred
certain. questions to the Law Reform Commission relating to

- 13 Aboriginal customary laws.

After reciting the special interest of

the Commonwealth in the welfare of the Aboriginal people of
Australia and the need to ensure that every Aborigine enjoys basic
human rights, plus the difficulties that have at times emerged in
the application of the existing criminal justice system to members
of the Aboriginal race and the right of Aborigines to retain their

racial identity and tradit"ional
traditional life-style if they so desire, the
Attorney-General
Attor.ney-General set the Australian Law Reform Commission upon a
task of enquiry and report.
report on whether it

~ould
~oula

Commissi.on tc
The project requires the Commission
be desirable "to apply either in whole

or in part Aboriginal customary law to Aborigines, either

generall~
generall~

or in particular areas or to those living in triba"l
triba·l conditions
only".

In particular the Commission is asked:

"(a) whether, and in what manner, existing courts
dealing with criminal charges against Aborigines
should be empowered to apply Aboriginal customary
law.and practices in the trial and punishment
puriishment of
Aboriginesj and
(b) to what extent Aboriginal communities should have
power to apply their customary law and
the pmver
practices in the punishment and rehabilitation of
Aborigines."
In making its enquiry and report the Commission is required to

-give special regard to the need to ensure that
·give
tha.t "no person
SUbject" to any treatment, conduct or punishment which
should be subject.
is cruel or inhumane".

Law Reform Commission received this Reference,
Since the La\v
consultation and research have been conducted in all parts of
the country with Aboriginal and white

from many
disciplines and expressing all points of view. Field research
visits have been conducted over many weeks by research officers
of the Commission.
They have lived with and consulted the
re~ote parts of Australia from the Great
traditional people in re~ote
Victoria Desert to In9ulkna 200 kms. south of Alice Springs,
Lana and the Kimberley region of North-West
Eastern Arnhem Land
e~perts,
e~perts,

- 14 The Commissioners themselves have visited
most States and Territories of Australia for discussion with
community leaders, Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal. The project

Western Australia.

is continuing.

No final views. can be stated.

In the midst of this Commonwealth endeavour, initiatives
have sprung up in the States and in the Northern Territory of

Australia which reflect a common concern to make the criminal
justice.system more relevant to the Aboriginal population and

uphold., at least in some measure, the right of Aboriginal
to upholq,
Australians to be themselves, and to follow the rules of their
own societies.
The first such initiativ'e has been taken by the government
of Western Australia.

~"'as announced
On 13 October 1978, a plan was

to give Aborigines in remote communities in the Kimberleys "a
u a
direct say in the administration of justice in their localities

liquor"ll distribution.
and control over liquor

The plan that was
accepted was one recommended by Mr. T. Syddall, S.M., the
Australia r ard
regUlar magistrate at Broome, Western Australia,
apd
Hr.
Mr. H.
M. Capelle, an anthropologist.
As reported, the proposal
involved the implementa.tion of the scheme in two phases.
The
first-would involve the appointment of justices of the peace,
per-iods
bench clerks and honorary probati?n officers for trial periods
On'e Ar~
in Aboriginal communities at La Grange Mission and at One
successful r the scheme would later be extended to
Point.
If successful,
other communities.
The second phase would involve legislation
in 1979 to empower Aboriginal communities to impose
'if that
restrictions on liquor consumption by their members, "if
were desired.
The practical application of this second phase
A"rm
is stated to be confined, at first to La Grange and One Arm
Point.
The Object of the scheme is to see the appointment of

just.ices of the
responsible tribal or community elders as jus~ices
peace.

These "justices
'justices of the peace are to have a training

period of about 6 months in which they will sit with the

--~----~-------------------,-_._-~----

----------------.--.--~----

- 15 Magistrate to gain experience.
Au~tralia
Au~tralia

A Cabinet Committee in Western

is reported as saying that the recommendation would

be valuable in "making the law more realistic to the Aboriginal
communities".22
In South Australia, a Committee has been appointed by the
South Australian Government to investigate the recognition of

Aboriginal traditional law.

Committee has terms of
The COlilmittee
refer.ence directed particularly at the recognition of customary
law on the North West Reserve of that State.

In particular,

the Committee is to investigate the extent to which courts
should recognise tribal law and authority and the extent to

which legislation should recognise the exercise of tribal law
,John Lewis, S.M., a
Mr. John
Magistrate \vhose circuit takes him to remotf;:,
remot~, traditional
Aboriginal communities, has been appointed
aPPointed to head the South
Australian Committee.
That Committee is consulting closely
with the Law Reform Commission but has only recently begun its
work.
and authority in tribal communities.

In the Northern Territory of Australia, legislation has
been promised by the Chief Minister and Attorney-General, Mr.
Mr,
Paul Everingham towards the introduction' of special courts for
traditional Aboriginals.

A committee has been convened and it

is examining a draft Village Court Ordinance which was prepared
some years ago.

The precise stage reached by the Committee is

at the time of writing, unknown.

What is known is that many of

the magistrates of the Northern Territory have begun to
experiment with inVOlving
involving traditional Aboriginals in court
processes, during their circuits.

In some cases, Aboriginals

have sat with the magistrate and have been invited toto' express
views on penaltYI
penalty, in particular.

Other innovations in the

have_sprung
.Northern Territory have.
sprung up,
UPI quite informally,
informallYI as a
response to the perceived need to render the legal system more
relevant and understandable to the traditional people subjected
to its discipline.23

t

- 16 In addition to the governmental initiatives at a Federal,
State and Territory level in Australia, other relevant
In Queensland, the Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Courts have been in opE.ration (in

developments require mention.
various forms)

for nearly a century.

They have lately come

under criticism and have even provoked Commonwealth legislative
intervention. 24

A committee was established in Queensland to
review their operations and to consider their continuance .
Committee IS report has
bas not yet been delivered or if
. That Committee's
delivered has not been made public.
More informally, a distinguished Australian, Dr. H. C.
Coombs has drawn up a scheme for informal dispute resolution

vlithin a traditional Aboriginal
Aboriginal.community,
within
.community, bypassing the
orthodox justice system, of Australia. He has indicated his
desire, if there is no opposition from the Department of
Aboriginal Affairs, to imp.lernent the scheme extra legally as it
were, at Areyonga or Yirrkala in the Northern Territory.
Within Aboriginal communities themselves, new social cory troIs
of various kinds have been introduced in recent years
designed
,
endem·~c problems of
of alcoholism, petrol sniffing
to cope with endem~c
and the general decline in authority which has attended the
tradit~onal Aboriginal
impact of Western civilisation on tradit~onal
cultures.

It is this deCline in .self-discipline and tradi!=-ional
ty, ine.ffectively
authori ty
ine-ffectivelY replaced by· Western laws and
Aborigina~ and
punishments, that has led observers of goodwill, Aborigina~
non-Aboriginal to· the study of Aboriginal customary laws.
rec·reation of respect for Aboriginal custom~ry
custom~ry
Perhaps in the recreation
laws, fresh stability could be given to Aboriginal society and
protection afforded to the erosion of ·Aboriginal
'Aboriginal identity. The
lega~ system is clearly
unsatisfactory impact of our lega~
many. of the matters that
recognised. Our law is silent .upon
upon many
important" in Aboriginal traditional
are considered
conside~ed vitally important
communities~
communities~
For example·, th~ calling out of secret things by
a man while intoxicated is regarded as a serious breach of the
law by many of the communities but is an offence which receives
I
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little if any recognition in the present criminal justice
system.
It is possible that the person could be charged with
offensive behaviour if in a public place hut this would "do
'do

little to give recognition to the. real seriousness with which
such an act is viewed" in the communities. There are other
problems which are related to Aboriginal culture which our
system may fail entirely to recognise, such as the calling out
rules.
of names of the dead or the incest and marriages Luies.

Much

importance is placed on the fact that individual citizens are
able to use, in the last resort, the established legal system.
But what is the position in Aboriginal society?

The support of

the legal system is often not available in practice to many
-communities and individuals in order to provide for
Aboriginal 'communities
a resolution of disputes.
Our legal system provides no ready vehicle for resolving in
alterna~ive way the disputes that arise from
a routine low key alterna~ive
sacred matters, secrets,
breach of kinship rules, calling out
..
the names of the dead, or adultery. Our laws have removed the
traditional forms of punishment by death, spearing, clubbing
and so on, yet our forms of punishment may sometimes provide nO
effective sanction against anti-social conduct. Traditional
Aboriginals have described to me the exc,itement
ex~itement and kudos which
may.attach to a sentence of imprisonment, at least if it is a
short one. The aeroplane ride, easy meals, a visit to Darwin,
all of these may represent a new form of initiation and, if
incaceration is for a short time,
time·, little perceived penalty:
sometimes quite the reverse. On the other ~and,
~and, it may offend
those in our c,riminal
c.riminal justice system to con.template
con-template the
imposition of a penalty under our laws knowing full well that
the traditional Aboriginal may be subjected to double
punishment when he returns to his clan.

.-

.

There are some who call for ':l radical. and simple solution:
the recognition and enforcement of Aboriginal traditional law
in a pluralist legal system in Australia. Supporters talk of
Aboriginal identity, self-pride, self-government and effective
law and order. The erosion of .Aboriginal life by the

- 18 immor.ality .. 25 has
impact of Western "greed, deceitfulness and immor.ality"25

gone in this view, far enough.
enough~

The fundamentalist calls for a

return to the virtues of the past, or at least some of them.
or]eted a stable
Aboriginal customary laws, disciplined and orleted
Aboriginal society which had fewer tensions and problems than
does Aboriginal society today.

Elders, seeing the erosion of

authority in traditional societies and the undoubted social and
mischlef this has caused, appeal for return of
personal mischief

customary law. Can it be done? Should it be done?
issues before the Law Reform Commission.

These are

It was Strehlow's role in this important controversy to

sound the warning:
"Aboriginal law w_as devised for the traclitional
situation with the elders in control and all
powerful.
powerfUl.
This situation no longer exists .
.... Who today can speak with real authority 6n
tribal law? Who can advise the courts of the
validity of claims of breaches of tribal law?
[W] e are creating in our communi ty 'scope for a
... [W]
small sector to get away with murder or to avoid
punishment normally required under European law
on the ground that tribal elders would extract
retribution.
These ill-considered theories could
leg'al no-man's
no-man I s land between
therefore lead to a legal
white and black socie·ty in Australia.
I do not
believe that thinking white
or Aboriginal people want this".26
Obviously the views of a man of Strehlow's background,
sympathies and scholarship demand the careful. attention of
'those who advise them.
lawmakers and "those

It is premature to state

conclusions of the Law Reform Commission.
the conClusions

Due weight must

be given to every viewpoint, including that of the supporters
of customar:y law and above all the views of Aborig'inal
Australians.

But it'is important they pay heeq to the problems

which stand in the way. of the simple acceptance of

Abor~gina.l
Abor~gin~l

customary laws·into the legal' system of Australia.

Of these

prob~ems,
clea~lY.
problems, Strehlow speaks directly and clearly.
the subject is not complicated by doubt.

His writing on

To state .it bluntly,

it was Strehlow's view that it is now too late to dally with
the {dea
tdea of recognising Aboriginal tribal law.
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"II
the danger will be that practices and
attitudes developed and released in a social
breakdown situation may be regarded and described

as having formed part of the original behaviour
pattern". 27
In collecting some of the reasons he advanced for this
view, no inference should be drawn concerning any conclusion
Vlhich
which the Law .Reform
Reform Commission or I have reached on the
Nhen it is, it will
subject. No conclusion has been reached. When
be reported first to the Attorney-General and the Parliament.
Before that is done consultative papers will be published,
Australian's, and
setting out tentative views for the comment of Australians,
other Aboriginals and non Aboriginals, experts ano'laymen.
ano-laymen.
Only after the most careful attention has been given to
consultation with all groups affectea, will the Commission
deliver its final report. There will be much time for debate
and deliberation. No one can dispute that attention should be
paid to the views 6f a pre-eminent and internationally renowned
linguist and anthr.opolGgist whose understanding of their tongue

took. him into a unique relationship wi tho some of the
traditional Aboriginals of Australia.
THE BASIC PROBLEM
When II first called on Professor Strehlow in April 1977, he
outlined to me the basic problems which he saw in any attempt
to secure recognition fo-r
fo·r traditional Aboriginal law as he knew
it and his fear that the moves towards recognition would lead
to either a no man's land, misused by a minority!
minoritYI or a
synthetic legal system that was neither truly white nor
Aboriginal.
He stressed the comple~e
comple~e and mandatory secrecy of much of·
the traditional law and the fact that even when there was a
highly developed traditional Aboriginal society, relatively few
knew the law.
Male children did not begin their instruction
la,~.
until the age of 15 or so,
so! and only a select and dedicated few
attained all the secret lore of their clans. Women were
excluded fLam
knOWledge.
fLom such knowledge.

- 20 "Our women are of no use at oui ceremonial
gatherings.
They are altogether ignorant of the
sacred tjurunja.
They have fallen from the state of
our ~reat
~reat feminine ancestors··.
ancestors ll • 28

As the law's first tenets demanded preservation and respect of
its secrecy, it was fundamentally unacceptable to disclose it,

let alone codify it, for the purpose of its enforcement,
whether by OU~
OU~ courts or by Aboriginal communities.
Passing from the vital secrecy of .£he law, Strehlow said
that at the heart of the substance of Aboriginal traditional

law Here two critical fetures of substantive
substa:ntive law which the
majority community in Australia would find it hard to accept,
let alone enforce.
The first of these was the central
importance of reliqion in Ahoriginal. customary law. Because an
offence against religion ·risked
-risked bringing supernatural wrath
upon ·a
a whole clan, ~o notion of individual guilt or personal
res·ponsibility was relevant.
"[ellan vengeance' [meant}
[meant] that
"[e}lan
an innocent man [might] be punished for an offence committed by
"29 Similarly the facts
a different member of the same clan.
clan."29
alone without any guilty intent or mens rea were sufficient to _
attract punishment, usually mortal punishment.
"Even minor damage to a tjurunga [' A
A sacred ·stone
or wooden object representative of the
individual's original body which he bore in his
existence.'}resulted
previous existence.
']resulted in death ...
Lurknalutkna's ·tjurunga
-tjurunga slipped out of its bundle
Lurknalurkna's
'.', The youth was allowed to
and broke in halves ..
return to his· father ..•.But
..•. But though he was safe
for a time, he could not escape indefinitely ...
one morning, when he alone, he looked up.
Blood-avengers were standing around him. He was
looking at the points of their spears. For his
fault this mere youth was killed by the old men
... To us the death penalty may seem excessive
for accidents of this sort. However, the natives
regaraed these stone tjurunga as the actual
changed bodies of totemic ancestors;
ancestorsi and damage
of this nature therefore represented an injury
done to the·iI:"
persons".30

- 21 The second critical rule which Strehlow suggested would not
find ready acceptance in modern Australian society dealt with

kin relationships.

He likened one aspect of traditional law on

this subject to an incest taboo (although he asserted that this
was as unhappy an- expression as many in this area).

Strict

rules governed inter-personal relationships within an 7xtended
family.
Any such
sucn rules would appear to the, modern Australian
to be irrational, 6n the one hand, and discriminatory against
women, on the other.
"Sexual relations were forbidden not merely with
consangineoll5 relatives as sister,
such near consangineolls
mother, daughter and so forth, but also with any

girl belonging to the class of the man's
mother-in-law .•. I [Strehlow} am not sure why
relations with a woman who is by class regarded
as a mother-in-law have been Singled
singled out with
horror [or moral condemnation, generally
~uilty of
exceeding that vented upon offenders ~uilty
incest with actual blood relatives".3
The substance of the law apart, the procedures also
pr~sented
pr~sented

difficulty.

The notion of simply appointing
apPOinting

traditional Aboriginals as police or justices ran, in
StrehlOW's view, into the impossible difficulties of kin
Strehlow's
relationships which forbid any measure

~f

disloyalty, let alone

oppression, to persons in particular relationships to

th~

subject.
lilt was always expected that members of a family
should stand together and help one another.
In
the case of private disputes among persons
belonging to tv{o different families, the members
of each family were always inclined to argue 'My family, right or wrong T , and stand together
even if the justice of their cause was rather
doubtfUl"
doubtful" .32 .
Finally, he mentioned the prevalent use in Aboriginal
traditional law of punishments which Australian society today
would regard as unacceptable.

Are 'fIe,
we, after a half-century of

debate to restore the death penalty so recently removed fro~
fro~
the Australian statute book?

Yet death was an acceptable (and

in some cases compulsory) punishment for offences against

- 22 traditional law.

Are we to permit spearing, clubbing, and

other physical violence which would constitute a serious
offence against our legal system, simply because in Aboriginal
mean~ of
society there was no prison nor any effective mean~
extracting a fine Or other form of punishment?
"In every human community there are persons who
are regarded as rebels or as criminals - persons
who openly f.lout the dictates of the established
authority or who wilfully break .,. moral and
_ .. The generally accepted
social restrictions _..
penalty [by the Aranda} for such incorrigible,
habitual offenders was death."33
Unacceptable secrecy, unacceptable substantive rules,
unacceptable procedural barriers, unacceptable punishments, a
synthetiC
fear of the legal no man's land and a caution against synthetic
\Vas the message which Strehlow brought to
customary laws. This was
those whose responsbili ty it is -to consider recogni tion
tioD of
Aboriginal customary law in modern Australia:
"I believe that in 1978 no completely untouched
aboriginal communities exist anywhere in
Australia. All aboriginal Australians, even in
the furthest regions of the outback, have by now
come into contact with European ideas, with white
Australian
Australia"n cultural notions, and with
wi th white
whi te
Australian legal notions. I believe that this is
a'process
a" process that can be neither arrested nor
reversedj
reversed; for
-for even aboriginals living in some
form of tribal organisation wished to liv~
liv~ on the
white
vIhi te man's foods - flour, tea, sugar and beefj
beef;
and everywhere the.young
the .young people, i.e.
Le. the future
'black' folk, are demanding also access to
liquor. It seems therefore that in another 50
years or so there will be no. aboriginals
aborigina15 at all
whose beliefs·, languages, or cultures have .
remained even relatively unaffected by 'white'
ideas, concepts and valuesj
values; and the original
indigenous traditions in consequence are
irretrievably on the way out.. ... r [am] left with
the impression that few, if any, .... experts and
spokesmen ha[ve] any deep knowledge of aboriginal
customary
custorna"ry laws anywhere .... I know that the modern
yoqng aboriginals and part-aboriginals who have
never been trained by any of the old local group
elders in Central Australia are so inconversant
with the old norms that they always use the term
~aboriginal
.~aboriginal law' when talking about matters in
which they feel 'black~
'black~ behaviour differs {or

1
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ought to differ) from 'white' behaviour.
Others
talk about 'The Law';
but few of them seem tD
know much about the old terms in which breaches
The Law II used to be def i ned.
rIDS
of I'The
These te rms
themselves would at least indicate what breaches
Law 1 were regarded as meriting death,
of 'The Law'
which breaches could be punished by the
l Qr ievous
infliction of what we might term 'qrievous
bodily
CQuid be-left to be
harm', and which breaches could
dealt with by private persons (provided their
'punishments' were kept within certain limits) .
The loose use of 'The Law' or. 'aboriginal law' so
indulged in nowadays by people who have
freely indUlged
only the haziest notion of what it is all about,
I find completely misleading and just as
promulgated term
obnoxious as the universal Ii promUlgated
Dreamtime'1 -- a completely misleading white
'The Dreamtime
man's term substituted originally for the Aranda
I altj ira'
I eternal'
word 'altj
(which meant 'eternal'
or
'eterriity').
'uncreated' or - used as a noun - 'eternity').
Since legal definitions do demand clarity rather
than prevarication, I think that experts giving
be£oce a legal commission should
explanations befor~
first be clear in their own minds what they are
talking out.
I note" that ...• you say 'The Law, no
doubt, as in ancient Hebrew times, is religious
\vhat happens when the
Law'.
This is true.
But ... what
dies?,,34
old religion dies?'134
".""
UNACCEPTABLE SECRECY
Despite a lifetime in scholarship, Strehlow was in many
ways a practical man.

He realised clearly that the Law Reform

Commission must report to a Parliament comprising, almost

IIwhite ll
exclusively, IIII white" representatives of majority "white"
population.

He also realised that it was simply not feasible

to present to the Parliament, for blind adoption, unstated,
secret rules, the very existence of which could not be
recounted to the Parliament.

AUstralian
fact that, the Australian

He also realised the practical

l~gal
l~gal

h~ving asserted its
system having

dominance t0roughout the length and breadth of the continent, a
revived recognition of Aboriginal customary law, in whatever

inVOlve either a de jure or a "de
form, would involve
~e facto retreat by
current Australian law from areas presently controlled (at
least in legal theory) by it:

- 24 "Aboriginal law could be fully understood only by

persons who had undergone years of training by
g~oup elders - and in Central Australia
the local g~oup
(and probably elsewhere too), this was done
mainly during the performances of the great
ceremonial festivals.
It was these
highly-trained local group elders who knew all
the sacred myths and sacred songs that were also
the guardians of aboriginal law since it rested
~as validated
~alidated by the religious beliefs
on and was
expressed in these myths and songs.
For more
than forty years I myself have listened to many
Australiari local
hours of discussions by Central Australian
group elders about their norms, their territorial

rights, the duties of ceremonial assistants, the
powers of the ceremonial chiefs, the punishments
prescribed for 'sacrilege'
'sacrilege! and for other
offences;
and I soon carne to realise of how deep
a knowledge of (and reverence for) religious
beliefs the arguments were invariably basea ....• It
would be improper for me., in aboriginal eyes, to
discuss .... such things as death charms, the
operations of 'feather-boot men', or the
ultra-secret practice of ipointing the bone'.
In
all c.ases
~ases their magical efficacy was believed to
come from secret verses left behind by certain
greatly feared supernatural beings.
These verses
were known only to a few trusted men in the local
groups. Many lesser men refused to learn them
for fear of being accused of having played around
with 'black magic' whenever any sudden deaths
were reported either in their own community or in
adjOining areas . . . . . The younger generation of
adjoining
aboriginals merely had a genera} idea of
aboriginal law:
it was their fully-trained
guardians of the sacred beliefs that were also
the unquestioned guardians of their norms. n35
The secret nature of the customary law had two practical
results, so

f~r

as Strehlow was concerned. ,In the .first place

it could only be disclosed to an outsider who had won
th.en only
confidence over many years of proved trustfulness and then
on terms that it would not be divulged.

It W09ld

neve~
neve~

be

revealed, particularly to women; but especially to a national
audience which comprised women and those who might sneer and
moc1<. its tenets.
"[The old men] refused to part wi th the sacred
traditions of their forefathers to men who
scoffed ~t their beliefs and who desecrated their
ceremonial centres."36

,

:1
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The second consequence was one to \"hich he frequently
returned in his writing.
So secret
sQcret was the body of the law

that not even every adult, initiated male would get to know of
it.

i
1
!

--;

,

"[The old men] preferred to take the tjurunga of
their ancestors with them into the grave rather
than surrender them into unworthy hands.,,3?
hands.,,37
As only a limited number in the purest traditional state
would know Abor
igioa1 law in reality,
reall tv, 1f10050
Ifloose talk" of the
Aboriginal

recognition of Aboriginal customary law was unacceptable
because those '.4ho
who purportedly revealed it were almost certainly

not the traditional recipients of it:

I'Th[e~
"Th[e~ vast body of tradition in myths and
chants, together with ~he thousands of
traditional ceremonies associated with the
various ceremonial centres, has had to be
preserved by a population whose numbers were
estimated ... in 1896 as numbering only some 2000
Aranda persons . . . . If we exclude from this total
permitted to carry
all those persons who were not·
not-permitted
forward the sacred traditions, that is to say,
all females and boys under the age of fifteen, we
should still be left with perhaps a mere nine
Of ~hese
hundred potential culture bearers.
~hese more
than half, say five hundred, would have been
young men still in the novice and early
instructional stages; and of the remaining four
hundred no more than perhaps half knew all the
-secret lore of their clans." 38
The need to be clear in what we are talking about when we refer
to "Aboriginal customa.ry law" was a constant theme of
Strehlow's'later writing.

To his mind, the equation was

Traditional
simple.
Tr
ad i tional law was part
par t and parcel of traditional
trad i t ional
society. 'Break down that society and the J.j.m~ted
J.j_m~ted number who at
the best of times had assess to traditional laws and such laws
evaporated entirely:
diminished or e~aporated
"Even in the local group area a -veil of deep
secrecy effectively shrouded the most important
parts of the sacred beliefs and ritual from the
younger men.
All episodes in the sacred myths,
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and all acts in
all verses in the sacred songs,·
the ceremonial cycles attached to each major

totemic centre, were carefully graded in point of
sacredness and secrecy.
Young men were allowed
to be taught .only
only those sections of belief and
ritual that were open to the novices. Middle
aged men (called Kngaribata) knew most of the
sacred lore in the possession of their own local
group area.
But there were probably never more
than two or three elderly leaders to be found at
anyone time in one of the major local totemic
groups who possessed that fulness of knowledge
f.unction as the final
that enabled them to function
repositories of the complete body of sacred lore
which was the property of their local group..
In
the Aranda-speaking area such men received the
title Ingkata (ceremonial chief) - a title that
conferred on them also the privilege of meting
ou-t capital
capi tal punishment on persons accused of
out
sacrilege and of wielding in addition
pm·Jers .... In other words,
considerable secular powers
they were also the main moral guardians in their
community, and what we may perhaps call the
enforCing Officers
officers of what has been
respected enforcing
termed 'tribal law,.u39
law'.1l39
St'rehlm'l asks, by .inference, if not directly, can we ser iously
iOllsly
propose the retreat of the general Australian legal system to
permit the enforcement of secret laws, the very revelation of
which cannot be permitted?

\

He also asks, in view of the

decline of truly traditional society and, the diminution of the
ever scarce numbers to whom the law was passed orally from
generation to generation, are there any true Ingkata left?

If

not, what is this law called'
called· "tribal" or "traditional" which it
is suggested the Australian legal system should countenance and
support:-?
UNACCEPTABLE SUBSTANTIVE RULES:

RELIGION

In Strehlow's
Strehlow 1 s view the critical central force in Aboriginal
traditional law W?S religion.
recognit~on
recognit~on

To him the problem.of latter day

of such law was twofold.

·First

t~e

evaporation in

the belief in that religion and secoAdly, the plain
unwillingness of the majority community to countenance the
sanctioned enforcement of religious rules:

i
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uAll
uAIl aboriginal law was ultimately based on the
religious beliefs;
its rules varied in different
parts of the Australian continent, since the
religious beliefs too varied in different

localities.

in
In all cases of capital punishment,

care was taken to convince the relatives of the
victim that the execution had been, in a very
real sense, decreed by the supernatural beings
venerated by the local group in whose area the
killing had been carried out.
For instance, men
killed on a ceremonial ground were immediately
buried and had then a sacred object such as a
ceremonial pole erected over them or (according
to Dr. H. Basedow) ground painting set down over
them.
Broken tjurunga objects were shown as
condemnatory evidence in other cases.
Sometimes
(probably very rarely) a man accused of
"sacrilege" was actually put before his judges
and asked to justify himself again, against the
accusations received by the elders.
Somet tmes he
Sometimes
was believed.
"Then all the old men felt sorry
for him;
they perceived - ' i t is certain that he
ha~
ha~ not comm[tted SllCll
SllC]l a crime'."
But if they
did not, a death curse was pronounced and he was
killed on the spot.
If, as often happened, the
accused had fled or resided at a place too
distant from the "court scene", a party of young
men was sent out to execute the victim, who was
sometimes unaware of the accusations secretly
and the members of this party
made against him;
then took him away from the main camp (perhaps on
the excuse that he was to accompany them on a
this is
hunting excursion) and then killed him~
what happened to a young Pitjantjara man .... near
vlhat
.
Mt. Conner, late in 1934.'140
1934. 1'40
'I'he law, being based on supernatural phenomena was immutable
and unchanging.

Young children were drowned for thieving

religious objects as a "grim warning llrr to children to keep away
from sacred places.41

Strangers who came upon religious

objects or ceremonial performances, even if by a perfect
accident, might be subject to mortal punishment for the
offence, being against supernatural laws, threatened the whole
clan with supernatural peril that had to be assuaged:
'I [I]nstances of the fears
in which all religious
I!
were wrapped up:
doing anything wrong,
matters vlere
even unwittingly, in the religious sphere
constituted sacrilege· and there was only one
punishment for. it - death • . . . . the supernatural
beings had not merely existed in $ome shadowy

,

- 28 'Dreamtime' as is now being taught .... they had
created the landscape, composed the sacred songs,
pa["t of .their
instituted the sacred acts, and put paLt
own immortal lives into all human beings. Any
breaches of the links between these supernatural
consequently lpset
beings and the human beings conseguentlylpset
the whole balance of nature, and disturbed the
economic environment to a degree that, if
persisted in, would cause the deaths, of all
animals, the perishing of all planti and hence
~hole human race .
ultimately the death of the whole
... Tt is therefore easy to understand why all
Abor i9 ina1 1m.,.
ul t ima tely based on religious
reI i9 ious
Aboriginal
law was ultimately
beliefs, and why the death penalty was accepted
almost with demur.
Even on the most joyful
ai his life, that on which a young
occasion of
Vlho had successfully passed all the
Aranda man who
terrifying physical operations and tortures of
his 'man-making' rites, viz. circumcision,
sub-incision, head qiting, evulsion of
fingernails, and so on, .was at last being
presented- with his own Tjununga that symbolised
his personal and indestructable link with the
spirit world and the immortal supernatural
beings, he was still cautioned against
sacrilege. Among the western Aranda the formula
was, according to myoId friend Rauwiraks (who
was given more than one object himself) 'look at
these tjununga! These are to,be yours when we
die. You must never place (on any new tjununga)
the engravings of other places (i.e. the totemic
site~):
patterns proper to the other sacred site~):
if
pa.tterns of other sites, you
you put down the p~tterns
will bring down on yourself the death
penalty'. "42
t"ndi;..ridual intention and personal moral
The notion of t"ndividual
culpability had no place in this system. The facts alone
constituted the offence. Many instances are told, including
inclUding by
Strehlow in his Journey to Horseshoe Bend, of the application
of the principle of punishment for "corporate
II cor porate
guilt". The case
there ..recoun·ted
recoun·ted (of the massacre of Irbmangkara in· 1875) saw
the killing of about 100 men women and children for an alleged
act of sacrilige of which most of those slain were personally
quite innocent:
"It w~s this readiness to kill persons who had
committed sacrilege either knowingly or

...~

1~j~

1
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unwittingly (the act alone was looked at, not any
mens rea) that caused a great revulsion against

aboriginal religion in Central Australia after
the arrival of the white population.,,43
UNACCEPTABLE SUBSTANTIVE RULES:

KIN RELATIONSHIPS
RE[,ATIONSHIPS

Contemplating the enforcement of such religious rules by
such punishments, constituted an insurmountable object. in
revi~al of Aboriginal tribal law as he
Strehlow's mind to the revi~al
subs~antive objection.
knew it.
But it was not the only subs~antive
Severe punishments were also meted out according to traditional

law for what have been loosely described as "incest"

offences.

The term is loose because it has a different meaning in the
Aboriginal context ·from its meaning in our society.
Abor.iginal

"l'-1ost importantly [it is]
isl intimately ·bound up
with the classificatory kinship system. Thus an
Aranda Kamara man could not marry or have sexual
relations with any Kamara (or.Nakamara or
watjala) woman anywhere: for such a female would
have been classified as his qister. Again, the
most heinous form of aboriginal "incest" would
have been to have had any sexual relationship
wi th a woman
\.,oman classifiable as his mother-in-law.
with
Thus an Aranda Kamara man could not marry any
Ngala (or Nangala or Ngangkala woman). In the
pre-white days he was not even allowed to speak
to her. After white settlement this sometimes
caused much inconvenience and sometimes
si tuations. 'rhus
embarrassing or even comic situations.
Thus one
of the kitchen women in my Jay Creek home thirty
years ago was according to classificatory kinship
terminology the "mother-in-law" of both of my
trackers, though neither of them was married to
any of her daughters. At meal times she would
d"oor when taking out the
noisily slam the kitchen door
food dishes to these two men, who sat some
backs turned towards the
distance away with their baCks
house so as not to see her. She placed these
dishes on a table and then returned ·to
,to the
the. door as noisily as before to
kitchen banging the
let them know that she had gone inside. The men
Vlould
would now come to the table and eat their food.
me.n.
No words ever passed between her and
arid these men.
If she wanted any fireHood cut, she told me; and
I·would then pass on her request to my trackers.
I'would
There were .v·arious
y'arious punishments for breach.es of
'!incest" laws; but any affair with a
these "incest"
mother-in-law would have cost both this "lOman
woman and

Ii
I
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her lover their lives. In the early days of white
·settlement,
settlement, some white employers in similar

circumstances used violence in order to induce
their black servants to talk to each other, and
this led to much trouble."44
Several tales are

I1

I
,

to~a
to~a

in his writing of the punishment singled

out for breaches of the incest prohibition:

"Breaches o~ the incest prohibitions were
punishable by death;
and the council of elders
appointed the persons who had to do the killing,

since no kinsman of the guilty pair would have
been willing to do so. If the man had married
the girl rating, for instance, as his
mother-in-law, then the paid sometimes fled to
some distant njinana group in the hope that no

one there would undertake the killing, and that
their own local section would be content with
of them permanently. In other
having got rid of
words they hoped that their social extinction
would make unnecessary their physical
.
extinction. Even in such cases they were lucky
if they survived for long. The avengers
sometimes travelled long distances to carry out
the sentence; and the local njinana section
itself might do the killing. After the advent of
the whites, persons who had contracted
"incestuous"ll unions generally sought employments
"incestuous
with white station owners or police officers in
order to insure immunity for themselves from the
elders.,,45
verdicts of their elders."45
Quite apart from the rigidities of the incest taboo many
govern"ing marriage were strictly enforced in traditional
rules governing
societies. Exogamy certainly existed among the Central
Australian tribes and an accepted marriage pattern evolved,
partly by reason of the small numbers·of most clans and the
limitations imposed by incest taboos.
"The choice of the individual in the determining·
of a permanent union was a factor of considerable
importance among the Central Australian natives
as it is among ourselves; and while the majority
of them readily fell in with the marriage
arrangements made for them by their elders, there
were always a not inconsiderable number of men
and women who preferred to choose their own
partners. Sometimes the most desirable wife or

- 31 husband belonged to a wrong class.

Where incest

was involved, particularly with blood relatives,
society could not readily condone the oEfence;
offence;
and in most cases the death penalty was inflicted
upon the lovers, unless they managed to find
asylum with some friends in other groups . . . . . if

no incest was involved, the relatives of the
wrongly-coupled pair generally tried to separate
them, often using much physical force in trying
to convince the obstinate lovers of the error of
their ways. Often the latter would try to avoid
the wrath of their relatives by eloping to
neighbouring groups for a while.
Upon I:eturn
they were sometimes accepted without further
fUrther
comment as a·pLoperly married couple, and
sometimes they might have to put up with further
fUrther
physical chastisement. But if nothing served to
bring tbem to their senses, the community would
gradually cease to interfere
in~erfere and accept what had
originally been termed an improper liaison as 2
permanent union, though continuing to refer to
its being bailba when asked to express an opinion
as to its legallty."46
The

difficu~ty
difficu~ty

of reconciling the strict enforcement of incest

taboos and the oppressive enforcement of arranged marriages in
an Australian society which is increasingly asserting and
defending the rights of women, needs only to be stated, to be
perceived.

The law may turn a "blind eye" to that which it

does not know.

But is it to decline its assistance to a woman,
woman r

non-Aboriginal,r in today's
. Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal
today's' society in Australia
who seeks protection from the enforcement of marriage
arrangements which she does not
n·ot wish?

The claph
cla.sh between the

competing forces, each of them in their own way desirable, is
here seen starkly.

That which would uphold the right of the

Aboriginals to be themselves may clash with that which would
Qf women in our time to be free "from forced
uphold the right 'oJ
marriages.
[T]imes have altered; and with the example of
" ... [TJimes
their white sisters before them, native girls and
women in Central Australia no longer submit
passively ... "47
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UNACCEPTABLE PUNISHMENTS
Enough has been said to disclose the fact that capital
punishment played a critically important part in the
enforcement of Aboriginal customary laws.
\I

[I] 11 a community which uses no money

(not even

sea shells could have been used as currency over
most of Australia) and possesses no gaols, the
only punishments
puniShments available are corporal

punishment and capital punishment. 1148

Even if this is somewhat over simplified,

(banishment and

enforced sOlitude were among other alternatives) the point is

fairly made that our regular and acceptable ·forms of punishment

were simply not available "in the circumstances of traditional
Aboriginal life. For some offences against the.whole
the .\vhole community
(particularly breaches of the religious or Hincest" rules)
death. was the all but invariable consequence. For the rest,
disputes between individuals were largely left to. those
individuals to redress,
"Fights were the acknowledged means of settling
disputes not only between individuals but also
between groups of individuals, as long as the
settlement of the dispute aid
did riot involve
inVOlve the
death of the offender. Even parties belonging to
different tribal sub-groups or different tribes
could arrange to determine the rights of their
quarrels in this way.49
In Aranda Traditions Strehlow tells the tale of a
retaliatory raid at Hermannsburg in 1914 and concludes thus:
"This episode strikingly illustrates native ideas
on the punishment of murder. Murder whether
intentional or not, must be av·enged by murder:
blood alone can atone for shed blood; if the
real "murderer"
"murderer 1' cannot be brought to justice, the
craving for revenge is satisfied equally well by
the kil~ing
kil~in9 of some of his relatives or friends.
None of. the three .men attacked ..
..•.
at Hermannsburg
~ .at

-
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h~d heen guiJ.ty of the original "murder";
they
mcrc].y happened to be the first men in the
mcrcl.y
c.J.mp Hila came within striking
western Aranda c.Jrnp
distance of the spears of the avengers."SO

Strehlow is quick to defend the Aboriginal against the
"primitivist" attitude of scientists. 51
"It must not be thought that aboriginal law was
purely destructive . . . . . it also furnishea a firm
basis [or the hcnlthy functioning of Aboriginal
tl)at in
society. Again, it must be remembered tllat
these small Aboriginal local groupsi life was not
chc<lp: it is the great
tl10Ught of as being cheap:
tim~ engage
"civilized nations" that from time to tim~
in disastrous wars where the lives of mill.ions of
men ilrc held to be expendable
expQi1dable by their own rulers
and where young men of military age are sometjmes
rated as being little better than "cannon
fodder".
In the Aboriginal world, all men, and
all women too, rated as full Iluman beings, and
hUmal) being carried in it some of tIle
each humall
immortal "life" of the supernatural beings who
were believed to have instituted the "divine"
laws which sometimes required these executions
and other punishments.,,52
In his writing Strehlow

ask~d
ask~d

directly or by inference whether

a return to capital punishment, possibly fatal spearing, and
clubbing to death, would be countenanced, in Australia today.
The terms of reference of the Law Reform Commission
specifically remind the Commission that it should give special
regard to the need to ensure "that no person should be SUbject
subject
to any treatment, conduct or punishment which is cruel or
inhumane".
inhumane" . Some Aboriginals, of course, assert that our form
of punishment is "cruel or inhumane". Lengthy terms of
imprisonment, on this view, are at least as "cruel and
inhumane" as spearing and beating. Nestern law cannot turn its
back hecause,
because, increasingly, international conventions speak out
hack
against such punishments. The point made by Strehlow, however,
is this. Such punishments are part and parcel of traditional
Aboriginal law. Abolish them, remove the death
d~ath sanction for
sacrilege and spearing, fighting and beating for other
offences, and you undermine traditional law itself.

C~lls
C~lls

[or

.~.
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a cohesive, hierarchical society in which rules were carefully
obeyed and severe sanctions were meted out to those who
infringed. It is not so long since our society relied on
terror and violent retribution as the means of controlling
crime.

A return to such sanctions even as a result of the

law' 5 "turning· a blind eye" \OlGuld be unacceptable and contrary
to international standards of conduct. Yet, unless the full
vigour of Aboriginal punishments can be exerted, the power of
the Aboriginal elders and council to enforce traditional law,
as
DS it was knovm,
known,

is completely undermined.

"The young men realized that where tradition
provided the authority, the old men had the power
to inflict any amount of pain upon them; also
that their own male reltives, instead of helping
them to escape from these ordeals, actually
assisted the old men to carry out their painful
decisions.
To the fear of magic and the
. supernatural was now added the fear of the old
men assembled in c"ouncil."53
This

~tates
~tates

a quandry for the enforcement of some at least of

c0stomary laws of the Australian Aboriginal.
the cystomary

Unless

punishments are countenanced the probable area of
traditional puniShments
traditional law susceptible to modern day enforcement is
severely narrowed.
UNACCEPTABLE PROCEDURE
Many writers, sympathetic to the notion of a revival of
Aboriginal customary.law suggest that Aboriginals today. have a
clear "jurisdictional concept II which, except in the remotest
desert, concedes that some crimes are apt for discipline by
white law, whilst reserving some matters to enforcement in the
Aboriginal community.
difficulties.

Again Strehlow points to the

As early as 1936, in his notes on native

evidence, he drew attention to the special procedural problems
ariSing out of the rules of kin relationship:
arising
"The
,rThe natives have no uncertainty about the nature
of a lie.
They know the difference between truth

- 35 ...Jell as a white man.
and untruth as "'Jell

They have a

word for "lie
"lie'!l ! (ortjerama is the Aranda term, for
instance).

If a lie achieves its purpose, it is

not regarded as a serious offence, but as a
permissible means to achieve a purpose easily or
when other means fail;

only the deceived person

must be a mere acquaintance or a stranger or an
enemy.On the other hand, it is regarded as
shameful to deceive blood relatives or friends.
onels
It is regarded as shameful to tell a lie to anets
father or grandfather or brother.
[In some
normal"ly does not
groups the grown up nat'ivc normal"Iy

speak to his mother or grandmother unless
compelled to do so].
It is regarded as shameful
to tell a lie to the leader of the local totemic

group to which the speaker belongs. It is
sacrilege to tell a lie to the ol~ men who. are in
charge of a great ceremonial gathering; even a
young·man withholding an animal which he has
killed on the hunt. during the day is guilty of
sacrilege."54
The difficulties of a procedural kind created by the kin
relationship simply cannot be glossed over. It would be
unthinkable, at least in traditional Aboriginal society, for an
Aboriginal policeman to arrest and detain a kin relation. It
would be unthinkable for him to interrogate certain persons in
particularly women. It would be impossible
kin relationship, partiCUlarly
h~ were a
for him to give evidence against such persons. If he
justice, it would be impossible for him ,to
~o weigh indepe.ndently
indepe~dently
and impartially the evidence against kin relations or even
members of his clan. It would be quite unthinkable for him to
condemn certain persons to punishment.
Additional problems abound. A recent criminal trial came
to a complete halt when an Aboriginal witness was asked to name
certain dead relatives. 55 Difficulties of this kind stand in
the way of the public, cULial application of traditional law.
The need to.face up to these difficulties and to avoid loose
Str.ehlow
talk and loose thinking was constantly addressed by StrBhlow
i-n his writing
~vri ting and in his conversations and advice.
both 1n

-
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BEWARE THE SYNTHETIC LAW
of the problems which Strehlow drew to attention have
tradition~l
now been stated. Criti9s say that his notions of tradition~l
Aboriginal Australia are suspended in the Aranda communities of
So~e

the 19305. For good or ill Aboriginal Australia has changed
never so rapidly as in the last few years . . Welfare, education,
lately I the establishment of an elected
land rights and -more
more lately,

National conference 56 , all of these create changes from the
dependent, mission-led, self depreciati.ng
depreciat~ng community into which
Strehlow Nas born and in- which he

gre~l
gre~l

up.

There is no doubt that some of his writings "betray
-betray an

impatience with the ""SO
Those who
SO called Aboriginal leaders".
most oEfended him were the noisy "mixed blo<?ds", some .of whom
had "whi te spouses .•.• and cannot speak any Aborig inal
languages".57 Undoubtedly Strehlow found it hard to accept
as legitimate the leadership of such person's and their calls
back to "customary law".
"I wOuld
would .•.. agree •... that the problem of
"revivalism" should be carefully investigated,
particularly when modern urban or rural
aboriginals suddenly discover Ancient Customary
Law as assisting them to realise their own
interests rather than having 'imbibed it in a
way,."S8
traditional way'
."58

"But his principal concern here was one that is entirely"
legitimate ahd
and one "which must be giv.en full weight by the Law
Reform Commission". He expressed a fear that, "in the name of
restoring s'o-called "customary law" we must be careful" not to
create a synthetic loose kind of law which is neither
Aboriginal nor Western, but depends upon the"whim of those
persons who
\oJ'ho are appointed to administer it. Such a development
would be dangerous for the Rule of Law and of uncertain value
to Aboriginals generally.
"I am concerned by the implications of some
recent court cases and some of the theories being

- 37 forwnrd by lightweight cxp~rts
cxp~rts .... it is one
put forward
tl105~ situations where well meant sympathy
of tl105~
plus a little knowledge .is very dallgcrous, and
people are attempting to establish very importan't
importan"t
principles on this sort of shaky foundation.
There is little [cal
rcal understanding today by
either hlack
black or white people of traditional
A~original law.
A~original
Tn some reCcllt instances I
l1ave ha(~ the
'suspect the courts and the community l,ave

wool pulled over their eyes.
I don't suggest
misle~d but rather an 'cnd
deliberate intent to mislead
cffort Jlased
result of general wcl.1-meaning effort
J)ased on
wrong or unsound premises.
In present
circumstances one could already go so far as to
ag~jnst a murder chlrg0,
sUDgest the best defence ag~jnst
if'you
ilappcn to be Aboriginal witll links to
if" you llappcn
traditional life-style, is to claim tllQ victim
brcnched tribal law and tllat everyone was drunk
brc3ched
at. the time."59
This somewhat acid comment, clearly directed at the Sydney
Wit"liams case, does however, contain a clear warning which was
tllen spelt out in plain terms:

"Who today can speak with real authority on
tribal law? Who can advise the courts of the
o( claims of breaches of tribal law?
validity of

II
have great reservations about the validity of
claims in some recent murder hearings involving
tribal Aboriginals that tllC killings had resulted
from breaches of tribal law.
1. suspect that the
quarrels that lead to at least some were more
likely to have bcen domestic-based and, sadly,
.J.ggravated by alcohol - a not too uncommon
situation in society at large.
If this is the
case then we are creating in our community scope
for a small sector to get away with murder or to
~void punishment normally required under Ellropean
~void
law on the ground that tribal elders would
extract retribution.
These ill-considered
theories could therefore lead to a legal no-man's
land between white and black society in
lana
Australia.
I do not believe that thinking white
this."6C
or Aboriginal people what this."60
"

Str8illow clearly recognised the problem before the descendants
Str8hlow

of the traditional Aboriginals.
~hite man's welfare handouts, the
"Despite the "'{hite
hUman
old sense of security and intra-group human
a]"mo~t lost.
dignity appears to have been a]"mo~t
The

- 38 young people have become, it seems, vir.tually
virtually a
lawless community, with all the horrors which
that term implies.

The old "law" has largely

lost its force,
force I its remaining guardians Can no
longer control the younger generations; the new
"white"man's law" has not taken any real root
among the young people either.
The remedy is, of course, a return to respect for
the law. But how is this to be achieved? The
old law rested on the old religious beliefs, and
the young generation will no longer accept these .
... Perhaps white Australians, too, are finding
themselves in a not very dissimilar "transitional
stage'."61
.
In other words, a return t.o
~o the law is a solution.

It is even

desirable. But in default of a return to the ola-religionS tI
the 010 power structures, the unquestionea authority ana rigid
ceremonial lt the enaeavour to rescuscitate customary laws in
today's society will produce, with varying success,
success I nothing
more than a ~ybr id,
io, of uncertain content, ineffective
enforcement ana dubious respect.
Those who answer Strehlow say that he underestimated the
viability of Aboriginal customary law and construed too
narrowly the meaning of law. Why of all the legal systems of
the world should this one stand still w~en
wh,en the community
changes? Such critics see Strehlow as w counsel of despair, as
unacceptable for Abor i9 inal society as for the major.i ty
community in Australia. These are the·issues that must now be
resolved by the Law Reform Commission and p.assed upon,
uponl "in the
Parli~ment of Australia.
They raise fundamental
end by the Parli.ament
questions about the nature of law its rules of procedures and.
enforcement. In scrutinising these questions in the context of
Aboriginal so·ciety and in seeking to find answers that
tha.t will
controltl we of the majority community
restore acceptable social control
may find answers lt as Strehlow suggests, to our own legal
Strehlow t as has been Shown, clearly saw that
problems. Strehlow,
destructive t but provided a well
aboriginal law was not just destructive,
organised system and a "firm basis for the healthy functioning"
society. Although he rightly ca.lled to the
of Aboriginal SOCiety.
attention of the over optimistic the ~everet
~everel even harsh aspects
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the usual and consistent solution to community problems was one
of peaceful discussion and sensitive resolution.
bis 70th birthday, Strehlow wrote to me in sincere but
On his
happily whimsical terms thus:
"We in Australian are living in an agonising time
of transition.
It is therefore particularly
difficult to make points now which will still be
considered as completely valid in say, twenty or
fifty years time. I therefor.e do not envy you
your task as Chairman of the Australian Law
Reform Commission. But I sincerely wish you
every success

(and would I be correct
corr.ect in adding,

endeavours.·'
good luck) in your endeavours."
Strehlow was a breve scholar, not contented with cloistered
virtues, he went out into the world and said what he believed.
This is the prerogative and duty of the modern scholar.
Australians, Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal, should remember his
life's work with.gratitude.
"Let us now praise famous rnenIi ttle showingsho.wingHen
Men of little
For their work continuetb,
And their Hork
work continueth,
Broad and deep continueth,
Great beyond their knowing!"

-
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